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8:03

The phone beeps.

A text comes.
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38 minutes pass...
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Cause? Bad warning system UI!



That was a usability issue.
(More precisely, very bad user interface.)

Example of a usable security issue?
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Ever heard of encrypted email?
(being usable and secure)
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Ever heard of encrypted email?
(being usable and secure)
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Usable security for...

End-users IT professionals
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Usable security for...

End-users

• How do we nudge 

users to choose 

secure passwords?

• Which biometric is 

the most usable?

(w.r.t. Its security)

IT professionals
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Usable security for...

End-users

• How do we nudge 

users to choose 

secure passwords?

• Which biometric is 

the most usable?

(w.r.t. its security)

IT professionals

• Is the intuitive 

configuration of the 

server also secure?

• Do developers 

understand security 

error messages?
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The impact pyramid
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OS developers

Library developers

Software developers

Administrators/IT support

End users(amount)



The impact pyramid
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OS developers

Library developers

Software developers

Administrators/IT support

End users(amount)

(impact)

Usability is even 

more important 

for IT professionals!



Our focus: Usable work with certificates
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Our focus: Usable work with certificates
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• Certificates are ubiquitous

(think about TLS)



Our focus: Usable work with certificates

• TLS API is notoriously complicated
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• Certificates are ubiquitous

(think about TLS)



2017 experiment

• Research booth

• 87 participants

interacting with

OpenSSL

• Usability of certificate

generation and

validation
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• Selected results

– Perceived success (87%) vs. reality (45%)

– Default arguments matter a lot!

– Unintuitive manual page names
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2017 experiment



• Selected results

– Perceived success (87%) vs. reality (45%)

– Default arguments matter a lot!

– Unintuitive manual page names

• Two patches in upstream OpenSSL

• Academic publication at RSA-CT 2018
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2017 experiment



Going further: Error understanding

• We now know OpenSSL usability is bad.

• Do people understand the errors?

– Is the certificate still trustworthy?

– Is the error severe?

→ Let’s make a new experiment!
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• Research booth

• 75 participants seeing

five certificate errors

• Understanding / trust

• Comparing existing and

our “improved” docs
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2018 experiment



The task at DevConf 2018

• Connect to an authentication server
(GitHub, Fedora Project, Google, Microsoft, Facebook)

1) Try to understand what is wrong with the cert.

2) Decide how much you trust the certificate.

(expired, OK, name constrained, hostname mismatch, self-signed)
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• Selected results

– Trust is far from binary (“I kind of trust that ...”)

– Some cases are over-trusted or poorly understood

– Redesigned documentation works the same/better
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2018 experiment



• Selected results

– Trust is far from binary (“I kind of trust that ...”)

– Some cases are over-trusted or poorly understood

– Redesigned documentation works the same/better

• A small patch in upstream OpenSSL

• Academic publication at ACSAC 2019
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2018 experiment



Trust in expired certificates
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“Outright

untrustworthy.”

“Looks

suspicious.”

“Looks

OK.”

“I’m totally

satisfied.”



Going further: x509errors.org

• We now know what does not work.

• Let’s fix it! (Or at least a bit of it.)

→ Consolidate and map existing errors 

from multiple libraries

→ Create better documentation
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x509errors.or

g
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x509errors.or
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x509errors.or

g
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x509errors.or

g
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x509errors.or

g



• Developer survey

• 180 people evaluating

two docs versions

• Length? Content?

Ambiguity? Bloat?

• Understanding?

Satisfaction?
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2020 experiment



Original documentation (OpenSSL)
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Redesigned documentation

X509_ERR_UNHANDLED_CRITICAL_EXTENSION

Either critical extension was not recognized, or information in critical extension could not be processed.

Explanation

Certificate extensions can be used for incorporating additional information into a certificate. The extensions can be critical or non-critical. All extensions marked 

as critical must be processed. If a system, which processes a certificate, cannot recognize a critical extension, it must reject the certificate. It has to reject the 

certificate also when it recognizes the critical extension, but it cannot process the information contained in the extension.

Security perspective

An extension can carry arbitrary information, and marking it as critical means that it is crucial to process it. If it cannot be processed, there is a security risk that 

a certificate’s key will be used in a manner it must not be, e.g., that a certificate’s key will be used for another purpose that it was aimed or that a Certification 

Authority will issue a certificate for subject name for which it is not allowed to issue certificates, or many other security risks.

What to do

If you are responsible for the certificate, make sure that only necessary extensions are marked as critical and that the values of critical extensions are 

meaningful. If you are not responsible for the certificate, you can check the critical extensions and the values which contain, but it is not recommended to 

continue processing the certificate.

Consequences

If you ignore critical extensions that cannot be processed, it may result in unauthorized use of the certificate.
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• New documentation

– Decreased incompleteness, ambiguity, inconsistency

– Slightly increased bloat, tangle

– Increased understanding, satisfaction, helpfulness
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2020 experiment



• New documentation

– Decreased incompleteness, ambiguity, inconsistency

– Slightly increased bloat, tangle

– Increased understanding, satisfaction, helpfulness

• Overall opinions

– Wanted slightly shorter than our (structured!)

– 89% participants prefered the redesign
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• New documentation

– Decreased incompleteness, ambiguity, inconsistency

– Slightly increased bloat, tangle

– Increased understanding, satisfaction, helpfulness

• Overall opinions

– Wanted slightly shorter than our (structured!)

– 89% participants prefered the redesign

• We validated new designs and now create more!
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2020 experiment



Next step: Get to official documentation
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Authentication of IT 

Professionals in The Wild

– A Survey

Joint work with Agata Kruzikova & Milan Broz



Why user authentication in 

GitHub?
• Open source  source for commercial companies

• Supply chain attack  importance of trust

• Independent developers  no IT security policy

Source: GitHub blog Raising the bar for software security: next steps for GitHub.com 2FA
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Source: GitHub blog Raising the bar for software security: next steps for GitHub.com 2FA

https://github.blog/2022-12-14-raising-the-bar-for-software-security-next-steps-for-github-com-2fa/
https://github.blog/2022-12-14-raising-the-bar-for-software-security-next-steps-for-github-com-2fa/


User authentication options in 

GitHub
• 1st factor of authentication

– Login and password

• 2nd factor of authentication

– Authentication app (SW token)

– Security keys (HW token)

– SMS number (SMS code)

• Recovery options

– Recovery codes

– Fallback SMS number

– Recovery tokens (Facebook)
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Source: docs.github.com



Study procedure

• Quantitative questionnaire sent via mailing lists to 

Red Hat employees

– Demography

– Usage and perception of a GitHub account

– Experience, usability and security perception of 

authentication

– Task: authentication log

• Data collected in November 2020
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Main findings

• 2FA mostly used (by 81% of participants)

• Mostly SW and HW tokens

• Mostly recovery codes for fallback authentication

• Methods mostly perceived as (rather) usable and 

secure

• Facebook as fallback method – not evaluated

• 57% not evaluated

• 70% perceived as (rather) insecure
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Two-factor and fallback

authentication
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Limitations

• Sample

 Small sample – hardly achievable
• 252 clicks on the survey link registered

• 83 participants (10 000 addressed people)

– Mostly software engineers (75%)

– Office: 33% US, 29% CZ, 33% other (5% no 

answer)

 Self-selection bias

• Self-reported data
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2FA enforcement
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• Only 16.5% of (active) GitHub users use 2FA

• GitHub – 2FA enforcement for contributors by the 

end of 2023

• See more at Software security starts with the 

developer: Securing developer accounts with 2FA | 

The GitHub Blog

https://github.blog/2022-05-04-software-security-starts-with-the-developer-securing-developer-accounts-with-2fa/


2FA enforcement
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• Only 16.5% of (active) GitHub users use 2FA

• GitHub – 2FA enforcement for contributors by the 

end of 2023

• See more at Software security starts with the 

developer: Securing developer accounts with 2FA | 

The GitHub Blog

• Why so few users of 2FA?

https://github.blog/2022-05-04-software-security-starts-with-the-developer-securing-developer-accounts-with-2fa/


Where to go next
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• How users perceive the 2FA usage enforcement?
– Company/maintainer enforcement

– GitHub enforcement



Where to go next
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• How users perceive the 2FA usage enforcement?

• Why users have not started to use 2FA yet?
– Do users consider 2FA as important?

– Do users perceived other security measures as 

sufficient?



Where to go next
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• How users perceive the 2FA usage enforcement?

• Why users have not started to use 2FA yet?

• Is perception different for users with different 

rights/responsibilities?



Where to go next
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• How users perceive the 2FA usage enforcement?

• Why users have not started to use 2FA yet?

• Is perception different for users with different 

rights/responsibilities?

• Is the list of 2FA methods sufficient?



Takeaways
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• Most of our participants already used 2FA in 2020

• Yet only 16.5% GitHub users actually used 2FA in 2022 

according to GitHub

• Facebook

• Least secure method

• Most missing values



Wrap-up of the session

• Usable security research...
Testing the usability of security tools with developers, admins, etc.

• ...focusing on certificate validation...
Certificates are widely used for ensuring security (e.g. TLS).

Error messages and documentation are poor.

• ...aiming for real-world impact.
Not just proof of concept – designing better documentation,

validating with IT professionals, trying to get upstream to OpenSSL.
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Now go and make your 

software usable!

(And secure!)

Vashek Matyas, matyas@fi.muni.cz

CRoCS, Masaryk University, Czech Republic

Got interested? Let me know :-).


